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Introduction
• Black holes are important yet poorly understood. How can 

we study black holes? Look at AGN
• How can we study AGN? Look at environment

• Mergers: Delivery
• Clusters: Availability

• Key questions
• What is the general picture of environment’s role in triggering AGN?
• How far does environmental influence extend?
• How are AGN driven?
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プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
1Black holes are found at the center of nearly every galaxyThere exist relations between black hole and host galaxy propertiesBlack hole formation is poorly understoodStudying AGN accretion (powered by gas) equates to studying black hole growthThere exist correlations between AGN and host galaxy properties2To study AGN, we can study how they are powered by their environment. For example, it is the environment that supplies gasMerging increases likelihood of AGN activityHerquist carried out simulations predicting higher rates of gas inflow as an outcome of merging (1989), which would power AGN accretionSilverman et al. (2011) with zCOSMOS and Ellison et al. (2011) with SDSS show that likelihood of AGN is higher in merging galaxiesInfluence of clustering is less clearGIVE EXAMPLES3Our goal is to conduct a study of AGN activity hoping to form a general picture of the role of environmentTwo big questions that will be answered along the wayHow far does environmental influence extend? Limited to pairs or extending toward clusters?How are AGN powered? By gas presence or capability to draw in gas toward center?



Dataset
• Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS)
• Value-added catalogs

• Pairs by Ellison et al.
• Groups by Yang et al.

• Unprecedentedly large, newly available dataset
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プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
1Data Release 7 (DR7) describes over 300,000 galaxies2Additional information on SDSS galaxies can be derivedPairs catalog greatly improves on pair separation determination and classification into pair/nonpairGroup catalog organizes galaxies into groups and gives properties on richness, halo mass, etc.3Biggest combined with biggest. Possible for the first time only nowGIVE NUMBERS



Measuring AGN Activity
• Very hard problem
• Criteria for our measure

1. AGN-specific
2. Continuous
3. Comparable across all 

SDSS galaxies
• D parameter

• Distance from star-forming 
locus on BPT

• Correlates with spectrum 
hardness and intensity

• Any problems? 4Kauffmann et al., 2003

プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
1Especially when resources are limited to visible spectrum as measured by SDSSMany efforts made and some considered hereOIII equivalent width (one line)BPT classification (multiple lines, industry standard). Has been good enough to start answering this question2Ensure quantitative, statistically significant results3With increasing distance from star-forming locus, galaxies display more AGN-like behavior such as greater AGN activityMay inherently measure spectrum hardness and intensity independent of BPT classificationHarder objects correspond more to AGN and more intense lines correspond to more activitySupport from LaMassaD parameter significantly correlates with NeV/NeII which has been described as probe of incident radiation field hardness and an “unequivocal signature of AGN activity”D parameter matches well with results of IR diagnostics of AGN activity 4Of course the right thing to do is to really decompose the BPT into spectrum hardness and intensity: Lisa Kewley’s group is working on thisIs D capturing other sources of activity, like from star formation?Is D capturing other properties, like metallicity? INCLUDE RESULTLook at BPT, there seem to be some issues



Measuring AGN Enhancement
• ΔD

• Difference between D of sample galaxy and median D of all 
matched control galaxies

• Takes care of problems with D
• Measures enhancement/triggering
• Any problems?
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プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
1Sample and control must be properly set: Emphasize role of key properties like being in a pairMatching: Marginalize key properties that correlate with D parameter and not AGN activity2Correlation with properties like metallicity3What we’re really after Turns out that fixing problems with D answers our question (kill 2 birds with 1 stone)4Nonlinear but seems to be monotonic so there is a relative meaning (for sure when comparing to same control)Results match with other methods (e.g. Ellison’s BPT classification). Look at the power of this technique (Pearson p-value of 1.84E-6)



Availability: Small Clusters
• What is the general effect of being in a cluster?
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プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
1Previous studies ARE CONFLICTING?, HAVE FOUND NO NOTICEABLE DIFFERENCE IN ACTIVITY  BETWEEN CLUSTERS AND NONCLUSTERS2Sample of small cluster galaxies (richness 10-25) compared to a control of noncluster galaxies (richness 1-2) without regard to the local influence of mergingCluster radius (distance from cluster center normalized by group size): distance to luminosity-weighted, mass-determined cluster center divided by group’s R200 value)Central black holes of galaxies in clusters become less active the closer 	they are to the center of the cluster, compared to otherwise similar noncluster counterpartsMonotonic decrease in AGN activity with decreasing cluster radiusApproximates field activity at cluster edgeGIVE STATISTICS



Availability: Large Clusters
• What is the general effect of being in a cluster?
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プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
1D enhancement difference vs cluster radius for large cluster galaxies (richness >100) compared to non-cluster galaxies (richness 1-2)Suppression is greater and starts further from the center for bigger clustersGIVE STATISTICSCluster size does seem to have an appreciable effect. The reduction in AGN activity begins at greater radii and drops further at the center for large clusters than small clustersIf AGN fraction for galaxies in clusters is identical to nonclusters as previously reported, this means when an AGN is present, its average accretion rate would be slightly lower (see next slide). It’s also possible that previous studies lacked the precision to detect a reduction (they have averaged, we have bigger dataset, we have more sensitive method.



Mergers in Clusters
• How are mergers distributed in clusters?
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プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
1Let’s see how mergers (local environment) behave inside clusters (external environment)2Pair fraction as a function of cluster radius Clusters classified as having a richness >=10Higher pair fraction closer to the centerNote that less galaxies closer to the centerIf the number of mergers increases towards cluster centers, AGN activity enhancement should be expected, unless merger enhancement does not behave the same way inside clusters



Delivery: Outside Clusters
• We now consider mergers in the context of clusters
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プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
Previous studies indicate a general enhancement induced by merging. We duplicate this result with great significance, as shown earlier1D enhancement difference vs pair separation in merging galaxies for noncluster galaxies (richness 1-2)Merger-induced enhancement



Delivery: Inside Clusters
• We now consider mergers in the context of clusters
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プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
1D enhancement difference vs pair separation in merging galaxies for cluster galaxies (richness >=10)Merger-induced enhancement exists both outside and inside clusters. These results are comparable to those for all galaxies considered generally. GIVE STATISTICS



Contradiction?
• Suppression in clusters yet more pairs which should give 

enhancement
• No contradiction. Both results can be consistent

• We have a 2-dimensional space (mergers, clusters) while our plots 
are 1-dimensional projections

• Most galaxies are not in the center of the cluster and behave more 
like the field

• Additional suppression mechanism in clusters may override 
merger enhancement
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プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
Cautionary taleIdentical set of objects binned in two different ways gives two seemingly contradictory resultsCould be why there are conflicting studiesAdditional explanations are possible



Availability + Delivery: Nonmergers
• Strict matching procedure prevents comparing 

populations selected on both dimensions but it is possible 
to compare a specific sample to a broader control
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プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
1D enhancement difference vs cluster radius for cluster nonpairs compared to all nonclusters (mostly field, nonpair galaxies)At the edges of clusters, nonpairs approximate the fieldAt the centers of clusters, there is suppressed AGN activityThis figure approximates what we have seen earlier



Availability + Delivery: Mergers
• Strict matching procedure prevents comparing 

populations selected on both dimensions but it is possible 
to compare a specific sample to a broader control
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プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
1D enhancement difference vs cluster radius for cluster pairs compared to all nonclustersAt the edges of clusters, pairs have the typical enhancement of AGN activity as for all pairsAt the centers of clusters, there is the same suppressed AGN activity for merging galaxies as for nonpair galaxiesCluster galaxies outside away from the center appear typical of all galaxies, but the effects of being in the center of a cluster are dominant to the extent that even galactic mergers do not trigger significant AGN activityConsidering the relative influence of both effects seems to indicate that the suppression from cluster dynamics strongly overwhelms the enhancement from merging at the centers of clusters, but at their edges merger dynamics become important again.



Conclusions & Discussion
• Mergers (delivery) cause enhancement

• By mixing gas and sending it toward the center
• Clusters (availability) cause suppression

• Gas at centers of clusters is rapidly depleted
• Higher gas density at centers of clusters causes gas stripping that 

starves the accreting AGN
• Availability dominates delivery

• Intrinsic availability of gas is more important than delivery
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プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
Return to key questionsWhat is the general picture of environment’s role in triggering AGN?How far does environmental influence extend?How are AGN driven?



Future Directions
• Polish this preliminary analysis

• D and ΔD
• Quality control
• Use data to understand physics better

• New analyses
• Different types of activity
• Internal galaxy properties
• Local merger dynamics

• Answer question of what drives the galaxy-black hole 
system and reveal underlying physics
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プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
1We need to polishD and delta DHave we introduced something by using delta D?What is delta D truly telling us? It’s definitely telling us about somethingUse better measure, maybe the one under development by Lisa Kewley Have we done our quality control correctly?Work on data to understand physics better2Like star formationLike dustinessLike tidal forceMuch work has been done here and more can be easily done now that the pipeline is set up. Ask me afterward



Thank You
• Charles Steinhardt and John Silverman
• Sara Ellison and Trevor Mendel
• Surhud More, Steve Bickerton, Josh Speagle, etc.
• Caltech and Kavli IPMU

Questions?
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